CHAPTER 5Ω OMEGA SYSTEMS

OMEGA PLAYTEST PACK #1 (e23)
5ΩA TARGET ILLUMINATORS
  5ΩA1 SHIP CARD
  5ΩA2 OPERATIONS
    5ΩA2A ACTIVATION
    5ΩA2B ENERGY COST
    5ΩA2C OPERATION
    5ΩA2D DURATION

5ΩB IRIDANI MODULES

CAPTAIN’S LOG #42 SUPPLEMENTAL
5ΩA TARGET ILLUMINATORS
  5ΩA1 SHIP CARD
  5ΩA2 POWER
  5ΩA3 ACTIVATION
  5ΩA4 OPERATION
  5ΩA5 DURATION
5ΩB IRIDANI MODULES
  5ΩB1 GENERAL RULE
  5ΩB2 TYPES OF MODULES
    5ΩB2A WEAPONS MODULE
    5ΩB2B SHIPPING MODULE
    5ΩB2C VIP MODULE
    5ΩB2D HOSPITAL MODULE
    5ΩB2E DEFENSE MODULE
    5ΩB2F POWER MODULE
    5ΩB2G COMMAND MODULE
    5ΩB2H SHIELD MODULE